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TO MY FELLOW NAFA MEMBERS,

I want to start by saying thank you to everyone involved in the very successful Technical Seminar in Atlanta. We had a great set of speakers at a wonderful location. To the volunteers who put the presentation schedule together, led by President-Elect Patrick Rosenthal, your hard work paid off. To the staff, your leadership for our conventions has really allowed NAFA to thrive. Lastly, to those members who made it to the meeting, we appreciate the support. And to those who could not make it, please know that you were missed. I am personally looking forward to seeing what Secretary Steve Griffiths and his team put together for the Annual Convention in Nashville in September.

A year ago, when she was President, Roberta MacGillivray set forth a path of maintaining the focus on air filtration that Covid brought to our industry, and it is really beginning to grow roots. Those in attendance got to hear Jeff Littleton of ASHRAE speak of an in-development standard, which focuses on infectious disease control in buildings. He also mentioned the long-term need for an indoor air quality standard that would become code, and he has told me that NAFA is a critical partner in achieving this standard.

International Filtration News recently included a full reference to NAFA’s “Recommended Practice for Filtration for Schools.” I want to thank the entire NAFA Guidelines Committee for taking their personal time to write these standards that more people are finding and using. Your hard work is paying off.

Needless to say, the plan Roberta laid out is working and we at NAFA need to continue to push the importance of clean air, not just for infectious diseases but for all types of contaminants that can affect the health of the average person. As we continue to move forward, NAFA’s role is growing globally. We now have members from 17 countries from all over the world. Many of these members are sending representatives to participate in our conventions and to test for their NAFA certifications. NAFA has firmly established itself as a worldwide technical leader in air filtration.

Our work is not done yet though. Our committees are hard at work enhancing our footprint. For example, one goal is to release a new revision to the “Installation Operation and Maintenance (IOM) of Air Filtration Systems” later this year. The NAFA staff continues to look for partner organizations that we can collaborate with like ASHRAE. The NAFA Foundation is exploring ways to fund research in the area of air filtration.

This is the most exciting time for air filtration that I have ever been a part of, and NAFA is at the very heart of it. Remember that we have a great deal of hard-earned wisdom to share, and the best way to improve all our futures is to pass that knowledge on through education.

As always, NAFA thanks you for your continued support and I look forward to seeing those who can make it to the Annual Convention in Nashville on September 13-15.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL CORBAT, CAFS
NAFA President
Vice President of Engineering, Rensa Filtration
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HISTORY

The first documented use of activated carbon (known as charcoal) can be traced back to around 3750 B.C. when it was first used by the Egyptians for smelting ores to create bronze. By 1500 B.C. the Egyptians had expanded its use to healing intestinal ailments, absorbing unpleasant odors, and for writing on papyrus. By 400 B.C., the Ancient Hindus and Phoenicians recognized the antiseptic properties of activated charcoal and began using it to purify their water.

Between 400 B.C. and the 1800s, activated charcoal was used to remove odors from wounds, preserve water during ocean voyages, and to treat battle wounds by the military by removing toxins.

The earliest use of activated carbon for gas-phase contaminant removal dates to 1854, when a Scottish chemist invented the first mask that utilized activated carbon to remove noxious gases. Wood was originally used as the base material for gas masks since it was good at capturing poisonous gases when converted to activated carbon. By 1918, it was determined that shells and nuts converted to activated carbon performed even better than wood.

Around this same time, activated carbon began to be produced on a large scale and its use spread to decolorization in the chemical and food industries. In the later 1900s, other industries such as sugar refining, gas adsorption, alcoholic beverage production and wastewater treatment plants began to use activated carbon.

Today, activated carbon is available in many different shapes and sizes and its applications are growing every day. For air filtration, the most common types of activated carbon are granular activated carbon (GAC), pelletized activated carbon (PAC), and structured activated carbon. In addition, other substrates such as alumina and zeolite are used in lieu of activated carbon due to their tremendous pore structures. The most common applications of these different media types include corrosion control, odor control, and protection from toxic gases.

WHAT ARE GASEOUS CONTAMINANTS?

Gaseous contaminants are undesirable airborne molecules mixed with the normal molecular oxygen and nitrogen in the atmosphere. Because of their molecular size, in the sub-nano range, they are not visible. Also not visible, but present in the air, is desirable molecular water, which is referred to as humidity. Some common offensive undesirable gaseous contaminants are hydrogen sulfide, the rotten egg smell, or skatole, the dirty diaper smell. Many gases that evolve from combustion are contaminants, such as carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, oxides of sulfur, and polyaromatic hydrocarbons.
SIZE – GASEOUS AND PARTICULATE CONTAMINANTS

The graphic in Figure 1 illustrates the relative size differences of airborne contaminants. Some particulate contaminants, such as viruses and bacteria, although not visible, have a mass size large enough to be filtered with specialized particulate filters. Gaseous contaminants can only be effectively removed using molecular gas-phase filtration technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Approximate Size (microns, 10-6 m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ozone</td>
<td>0.0001 – 0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid Gases</td>
<td>0.0002 – 0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOCs</td>
<td>0.0002 – 0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terpenes/Hydrocarbons</td>
<td>0.003 – 0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butane/Ethanol</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viruses</td>
<td>0.02 – 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoke</td>
<td>0.1 – 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>0.2 – 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM₁ (very fine)</td>
<td>≤ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM₁₂₅ (very fine)</td>
<td>≤ 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungi Spores</td>
<td>2 – 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM₁₀ (coarse)</td>
<td>≤ 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollen</td>
<td>20 – 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 1**
TYPES AND SOURCES OF GASEOUS CONTAMINANTS

Gaseous contaminants are generally classified as Odorous, Corrosive, or Harmful/Toxic. Examples of their sources are shown in Figure 2. Often, contaminants can be classified in more than one category. One example of this is hydrogen sulfide (H2S) which is both corrosive and odorous.
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**FIGURE 2**

CORROSIVE
H₂S, SO₂, Cl₂, HF

TOXIC
Cl₂, Phosgene, CO

ODOROUS
Cl₂, NH₃, H₂S, VOCs

CONTROL OF GASEOUS CONTAMINANTS

There are various ways to control gas-phase contaminants. One method is source control wherein the source of the contaminant(s) is relocated or eliminated. A second technique is ventilation where large amounts of fresh air are added to the contaminated air to dilute the contaminants. Often, neither of these control methodologies will work. In these cases, gas-phase filtration systems must be utilized. A schematic is shown in Figure 3.

Gas-phase filtration devices are used in combination with particulate filters to remove gaseous contaminants. A particulate filter is always required upstream of the gas-phase filter to ensure that all dirt and dust is removed from the airstream. A particulate, final filter is recommended downstream of the gas-phase filter when the air is going to be recirculated back into an occupied space. The purpose of this particulate filter is to capture any dust that might come off the chemical media in the gas-phase filter. When the air exhausted to atmosphere, there is not a need for a final filter.

**FIGURE 3**
SELECTING GAS-PHASE FILTRATION DEVICES

Choosing the correct chemical media type and the correct chemical media delivery product is a daunting task. There is a lot of information that must be gathered first such as the contaminants of concern (COC) the concentrations of the COC, the air volume, the desired media life, the space available, and more. A good starting point is completing an application questionnaire like Figure 4 right, to document as much of this information as possible.

The gathering of the data is the first step in determing the correct media type. In most applications, there is one chemical media type that will work best. There are times, however, when more than one media type will work as well as times when more than one media type is required as part of the solution due to the list of contaminants that need to be removed. To further complicate matters, there are multiple chemical media delivery devices that are available and most of the time, more than one of those devices will work. The amount of space that is available along with number of media types required are the two main factors that will determine which delivery device will best solve the application at hand. Due to this complexity, it is recommended that you reach out to your local filtration specialist to assist you with making the proper selection.

Gas-phase Product Application Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What is the size of the space to be protected?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height(ft)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What is the airflow that is required?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airflow (ft³/min)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What contaminants are present and in what concentration?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contaminant:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What are the operation times?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Peak:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Are there any dimensional constraints?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. Height(ft)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How many passes of media can be used (1, 2, 3, or 4)?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| What is the desired media life in months? |

| What are the performance requirements? (electrical/electronic corrosion protection, ISA G1 environment, odor control, etc.) |

| Notes: |

THE MINIMUM Viable PRODUCT

The minimum viable product is usually determined by the customer or end user and is defined as the minimum acceptable service life of the filtration device before the chemical media removal capacity is exhausted.

Figure 5 below demonstrates how there is usually more than one viable product solution for most gas-phase applications.

The table shows the expected life in months versus the contaminant challenge for various gas-phase filtration products. The gray boxes show acceptable products for roughly a three-month minimum life and the light blue boxes show acceptable products for a six-month minimum life. When evaluating a gas-phase application, it’s important to understand the most important requirements for that application such as first cost, replacement cost, ease of replacement, and space available so the best product value is chosen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOC Concentration (PPB)</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1” Pleat</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” Pleat</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4” Pleat</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12” Pleat</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12” V-Bank</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” Cassette</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3” Cassette</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 5

REMAINING LIFE ANALYSIS

When the best chemical media has been determined and the filtration device has been selected, the question of how long this filtration device will last often comes up. The manufacturer of the filtration device should be able to provide an estimate of expected life of the chemical media. To verify that estimate, the remaining life of the chemical media can be tested. Remaining life analysis compares the known, initial capacity to the current capacity of chemical filtration media that is installed in filtration systems. The information obtained from this testing can be used to confirm system performance, determine the media replacement schedule, and to assist with inventory control of replacement media. Replacing media based on testing maximizes the media life, reducing the total cost of system ownership.
DAVE SCHAAF
Gas-phase Product Manager
AAF Flanders

Dave is involved with the design of gas-phase filtration systems and the management of AAF Flander’s gas-phase filtration products. He has over thirty-five years of engineering and manufacturing experience in the HVAC industry. Prior to coming to AAF Flanders, Dave worked as an Engineering Manager at Trane, Engineering and Manufacturing Manager at Purafil, Engineering Manager at Nailor Industries, Engineering Manager at MWV, and Engineering Manager a Freudenberg Filtration.

Dave graduated from the University of Louisville with a BS and MS degree in Mechanical Engineering. Dave is actively engaged in gas-phase filtration technical committees within ASHRAE and is the former co-chair of ISA 71.04.

AAF Flanders, the world’s largest manufacturer of air filtration solutions, operates production, warehousing and distribution facilities in 22 countries across four continents.

With its global headquarters in Louisville, Kentucky, AAF Flanders is committed to protecting people, processes and systems through the development and manufacturing of the highest quality air filters, filtration equipment and containment housings available today.

AAF Flanders was formed in April 2016, when American Air Filter Co. Inc., doing business as AAF International, acquired Flanders Corp., now a wholly owned subsidiary. The combined company offers comprehensive, innovative air filtration solutions designed to remove and control airborne particulates and gaseous contaminants in residential, commercial, industrial, cleanroom, transportation and nuclear power applications.

AAF Flanders is supported in our international ventures through the resources of our parent company, Daikin Industries Ltd., based in Osaka, Japan, a diversified international manufacturing company and a global leader in air conditioning.
COMPANY HISTORY
With centuries of combined experience, our team of industry leaders serves the Americas with manufacturing operations across the continents. Our target markets include commercial and industrial accounts, specifically wholesale and residential channels.

Our customer-first and family-oriented principles make us professional yet personal in our business strategy. With a strong desire to leave a legacy for our communities, MANN+HUMMEL strives to improve the air filtration industry and create products that lead to better health and wellness for our customers.

How did you get your start in the filter industry?
Shawn started in the air filtration business at 15 years old as part of a high school co-op where he worked his way up the ladder through various roles. His experience in the industry includes positions in engineering, production, scheduling, product management, R&D, sales & most recently executive leadership.

In 5 years, as a company, Shawn hopes to see MANN+HUMMEL with a strong hold on the Americas market as the number one company with the highest revenue and continuing to grow both organically and through acquisitions. Personally, in 5 years, Shawn hopes to still be at the helm of the Air Filtration Americas team, continuing to drive the vision of one team with one goal surrounded by his amazing team.

How do you motivate your employees?
Shawn is big on respect, trust and listening to employees. Communication is also key. Shawn says that if people do not communicate with one another, then they cannot build trust and if they cannot trust each other then they cannot participate in trying to work toward common goals and if you’re not working toward common goals together then there is much dysfunction.

So providing an environment that builds trust, respect and gives employees a voice is how Shawn keeps his employees motivated. He makes us feel like we’re humans that matter — not some number or a pay scale. He cares about us and our families. He asks about our personal lives and wants to make sure we’re happy and enjoying our work. He also presents us with opportunities within the company to “move up” or change positions if he thinks we have a skill set or talent that could be used in other areas. He just genuinely cares.

Did you have a business mentor and if so, who is/was it?
Yes, three main mentors really stick out and have impacted Shawn greatly. Al Longton really showed him the ropes coming into corporate Americas as a teenager, walked him through early engineering. Charlie Kwiatkowski helped him transition into the sales role, how he conducts business, small tasks like the importance of answering calls and emails timely, meeting customer expectations and handling situations that may not always be positive. Harry Smith took Shawn under his wing on the business acumen side on things like knowing how to run a business, how to generate profit, how to grow and scale things from ground zero.

What’s the best piece of advice anyone ever gave you?
“Best advice I’ve ever gotten in business is it’s a marathon, not a sprint.” You shouldn’t make decisions out of desperation but do things at a sustainable pace. “There’s going to be times when you need to run, not walk, but you’ve got to have a pace that’s steady because you need to be able to make it for the long haul.”
What is the most challenging aspect running a filter company?

“The people dynamic. The personnel capital is the most difficult part of running the company — especially over the last 5 years. The labor dichotomy in the US has completely changed and will never be what it used to be. People are your most important asset and can also be your most difficult to manage because every single person has different personal goals, challenges, motivating factors, lives and backgrounds. You have to be able to adapt the way you manage people based on the specific individual you’re interacting with at the time.”

What do you think is the biggest challenge the air filtration industry currently faces?

“The labor pool. If you’d have asked me 24 months ago, I’d have said supply chain but that’s starting to settle in now. It’s still a concern but not nearly as much as the labor pool. The ability to keep plants staffed and reduce turnover is a difficult task. Have to rehire, retrain, restaff, just creates a constant cycle which can lead to inefficiency if it’s not managed well.”

Do you have any words of wisdom for up and coming filter professionals?

Really study what we do and why it’s so important. Get a decent command and understanding of why what we do is important and the science behind it. Then have a passion for it that can carryout to the rest of your organization.

How has your company benefited from NAFA membership?

One of the big visions of Pamlico Air and ultimately MANN+HUMMEL Air Filtration Americas has been being a truly distributor-based company and not selling direct. That in itself, directly ties us to NAFA because NAFA is probably the biggest collection of filter distributors in one place in the world. So our membership allows us to network and to be involved in technical committees and showcase what we have to offer at the annual convention and technical seminars. NAFA will run hand in hand, always, with MANN+HUMMEL Air Filtration Americas, because it’s where our customers go for air filtration industry expertise, knowledge, and technical and social interaction and we want to always be a part of that.
We have joined the United Nations Global Compact. This means that we not only report in accordance with the requirements of the Global Reporting Initiative but also provide information on our progress in the areas of action of the UN Global Compact.

We are pursuing our “Carbon Zero” strategy: In it, we set a goal for ourselves to make our own production and ultimately our entire value chain completely CO2-neutral by 2050.

We received a gold medal in the EcoVadis sustainability ranking: This puts us in the top 5% of companies in our industry rated by EcoVadis.

We create sustainable, innovative filtration solutions for real applications. Sustainability is not just a buzzword for us. We take action towards it!

Cleaner Air For A Cleaner Planet

Leadership in Filtration
PERMATRON PREVENT® FILTERS
IMPROVE ELECTRONIC ENCLOSURE
EFFICIENCY AND LONGEVITY

Picture this: It's a productive day and facilities are buzzing with activity. Suddenly, the temperature dramatically increases. The sensitive equipment inside one of your customers’ electronic enclosures fails, causing costly downtime and lost productivity. The culprit? Inadequate air filtration. It’s shocking how dust and debris can wreak such havoc on equipment. Did you know that a temperature increase of just 10° Kelvin can reduce equipment’s service life by 50 percent? What a nightmare. Don’t let this scenario become a reality—Permatron air filters keep your clients’ electronic enclosures cooled and maintained.

Prevent Costly Failures with PreVent®
PreVent Model R filters capture airborne dirt and debris before it enters equipment without interfering with hot air removal from the enclosure, increasing machine life and reducing heat-related malfunctions.

Precise Filtration for Optimal Performance
PreVent filters are made with UV-protected polypropylene, making them durable enough to withstand indoor or outdoor exposure and corrosive environments. They can be easily removed, rinsed and reinstalled within minutes, ensuring enclosures get the filtration they need with minimal downtime.

Protect Equipment and Save Time
Washable electrostatic media collects high dirt loads before being drawn out into the enclosure. Permatron’s strong patented magnetic stripping sticks to the outside of metal intake louvers, removing the need to dismantle the case to retrieve air filters for cleanings.

It’s Time to Prevent HVAC Problems
When it comes to maintaining equipment, the PreVent system reduces maintenance and service calls, extends the life of the equipment, and delivers a solid ROI in less than two years.

A major malfunction can be prevented by a simple solution. Help your clients protect their electronic enclosures and control airborne debris with air intake filters. When you add the PreVent Model R from Permatron to your product offerings, your clients win, and so do you. Contact us to learn more about our innovative solutions.

Contact: sales@permatron.com
or 1-800-882-8012
permatron.com
The National Air Filtration Association (NAFA) held its annual Technical Seminar, from April 12-14 in Atlanta, Georgia. The event attracted 253 professionals in the air filtration industry who gathered to network, share best practices, and learn from an outstanding lineup of speakers.

Susan Frew’s “Compete on Awesome Not on Price” presentation discussed how Sunshine Home Services (a plumbing and HVAC company) grew 535% in just one year with a strategic, laser-focused marketing plan and “12 Points of Love” with its customers. Her keynote provided step-by-step instructions on capturing reviews, delighting customers, and competing on awesome instead of just price.

Dave Schaaf (AAF Flanders) and Shawn Gilstorf (D-Mark) covered the fundamentals of molecular filtration in HVAC Systems in the session on Molecular Filtration in HVAC Systems. They explained the concept of molecular filtration, its difference from particulate filtration, and the necessity of molecular filtration in HVAC systems. The session also discussed various standard molecular filtration products, their selection process, and replacement guidelines for new and existing HVAC systems.

Lisa Ryan discussed “Smart Strategies to Retain Top Talent” in industries facing talent shortages. She emphasized post-pandemic adaptation, focusing on technology, community, and collaboration. Adjusting employee engagement and communication strategies is crucial for the next normal.

In Jeff Thibodeau’s (Mikropor) session, attendees discovered exclusive NAFA tools to stand out in the market. Thibodeau showcased the “Personal Assistant Document,” which utilizes NAFA Best Practices Guidelines for enhancing clients’ HVAC and filtration systems. Adopting these guidelines enables clients to win a NAFA Clean Air Award, boosting client loyalty and luring prospective customers with FOMO. This method promotes business growth and heightened client retention.

One great part of TechSem2023 was the NAFA Foundation Event – Topgolf outing. This offered superb networking and funded NAFA Foundation partially. In a major announcement, the NAFA Foundation board decided to raise scholarship awards from $1,000 to $2,500. Eligible are immediate family of NAFA member firms’ employees, including children and grandchildren. The board raised $4000 at the seminar through a combination of top golf registrations and donations!

Participants at TechSem2023 shared positive feedback on the seminar. One attendee stated, “The seminar was great! I really enjoyed the presentations and the committee meeting.” Another praised the event, saying, “This was a great way to network with other professionals in the filtration industry. Excellent topics, and your speakers all did a great job.”

NAFA couldn’t do any networking or education without its fabulous sponsors! Thanks to our sponsors, who helped us have a great time in Atlanta!

NAFA’s TechSem2023 was a remarkable success that offered invaluable learning opportunities, built industry relationships, and showcased innovation in air filtration.
"This was a great way to network with other professionals in the filtration industry. Excellent topics, and your speakers all did a great job."
SPOTLIGHT ON THE
CLEAN AIR AWARD
PROGRAM

Cadillac Fairview (CF)

Wholly owned by the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, CF manages in excess of $40 billion of assets across the Americas, Europe and Asia. The company’s Canadian portfolio comprises 68 landmark properties, including the Toronto-Dominion Centre, CF Toronto Eaton Centre, Tour Deloitte, CF Carrefour Laval, CF Chinook Centre and CF Pacific Centre.

Through previous successful filter trials at other CF locations, Camfil was awarded the primary supplier of all CF sites in Western Canada. Leary began to work with all of the CF locations during the middle of the Covid Pandemic and had to ensure to abide by recent changes to ASHRAE 52.2 and NAFA recommendations and guidelines.

After completing site surveys and education with the following 5 office and retail asset classes in Alberta, Canada, CF found they could eliminate 33-8yd bins from landfill, reallocate 15 weeks of labour over the next 2 years, simply by upgrading their air filtration to a MERV 9A and MERV 13A respectively and changing based on pressure differential instead of time. They also had to ensure that they were maintaining very high-quality indoor air quality to ensure to pass 3rd party testing. All of the sites have BMS systems monitoring energy usage through head office and will continue to provide filter testing with each site through their BMS and on-site with portable AHU.

Clockwise, from above:
CG Calgary City Centre
Encor Place
Chinook Centre
638 8th Avenue
Shell Centre
OFFICE

Shell Centre is a 33 floor, 630,000 SF office tower. This tower was using a mixture of roll media and pads as prefilters that had a very high initial pressure drop with low particulate capture. In November, 2021, Camfil suggested to remove all roll filters and prefilter media to install the single stage MERV-13A Hi-Flo ES with thick gasketing to ensure no bypass. This site was changing pads every 2 months and final filters every 18 months. By eliminating the prefilters they have gone from 13 changes every 2 years, to just 1 and eliminated over 1,200 pads to the landfill annually.

638 8th Avenue is a 26 floor commercial office tower that opened in 1983 and was voted BOMA building of the year in 1996 in the under 500,000 SF category. Being an older building the main AHU’s still had roll filter media and the compartmental units still had pad holding frames. The building had converted their compartmental units to MERV-13 pleats at the beginning of the pandemic, but by suggesting to add clips to the units it saved the team lots of time on the install/removal. The main AHU’s were suggested to use a single stage Camfil MERV-13A Hi-Flo ES with a 2 year guarantee and removed the roll media entirely.

CF Calgary City Centre is a 37 floor office tower, with LEED Platinum certification. With the building being newer, space was an issue as all AHU’s only were able to fit a 2” prefilter and 4” final. The 2” filters were upgraded from a MERV 8 standard capacity (changed quarterly) to a MERV 8A high capacity filter changed on pressure differential. The 4” filters were changed to a Camfil MERV-13 pleated option. This site will too be implementing a trial with Camfil’s MERV 9A pleated option with a 12-month guarantee for further reduction in waste and labour.

Encor Place is a 28 floor commercial office space housing the CF Calgary head office. This facility has two unique features: column-free floor plates and four-sided silicone glazing on exterior. With over 250+ heat pumps being changed by a contractor, better performing filters were a must to try and cut down the change frequencies and future cost negotiations. They were using MERV 8 standard capacity filters in all heat pumps that were being changed semi-annually. In June 2022, they switched to Camfil DUAL 9 MERV-9A pleated filters and Camfil MERV 13A Hi-Flo ES pocket filters to decrease labor and waste by 75% and maintaining a lower average pressure differential.

RETAIL

Chinook Centre is the largest mall in Calgary covering 1,377,768 square foot space with 250+ stores, restaurants and a Cineplex movie theater on the property. They recently partnered with Enmax to install 1,900 solar panels on the roof to help with clean, renewable energy and lower their carbon footprint. Camfil found that they were previously using MERV 8 standard capacity pleated filters and MERV 13, 12” V-filters in the professional tower main AHU. Because there was no coil in-between 1st and 2nd stage filter banks, Leary tried to utilize the single stage Hi-Flo ES, but they still wanted to keep a prefilter. They converted to MERV 9A DUAL 9 pleated filter with 12 month warranty to ensure protection of final filter with huge savings on labor and waste, but stayed with the idea of the MERV 13A Hi-Flo ES with similar pressure differential to the 12” V-style and cost savings on the filters themselves. With over 200+ FCU’s in tenant spaces and 40+ RTU’s (previously MERV 8 SC pleats) for the common spaces they upgraded to the MERV 9A DUAL 9 with 12-month life expectancy. This is a 75% reduction in labor and waste from the previous change schedule. This will allow their operations and maintenance team to build capacity to attend to the many important daily tasks, while ensuring their equipment is properly protected with a premium filter.

Leary successfully nominated all five CF facilities for the 2022 Clean Air Award.
Inside the filter is Hydrosil’s odor control media also known as XB-17. XB-17 contains active potassium permanganate and activated carbon for effective removal of odors. For unique applications, a custom blend may also be used. A gasket may be installed surrounding the frame of the filter to ensure a tight seal against the air handling unit. This filter can be installed indoors or outdoors air handling units. By arranging the filters in a v-bank configuration, as shown to the left, you will increase filter area and reduce static pressure.

Features

- Low Pressure Drop Comparable to other Kitchen Exhaust Filters
- Use in Existing Air Handlers or New Systems
- Available in a Variety of Sizes:
  - 20” x 24” x 4”
  - 16” x 20” x 4”
- Filled with XB-17 for Removing Odors Such As:
  - Oils & Greases
  - Cooked Herbs & Species
  - Burned Food
  - Smoke
  - Fried Food
  - Odorous Fumes
The Cottonwood Air Intake Filter®

Helps Prevent Cottonwood Seed and Other Airborne Debris From Bringing Your Condenser Coils, Cooling Towers and Other HVAC Systems to a Grinding Halt!

FEATURES

- Specifically Engineered for High-Volume/High-Velocity Airflow Systems
- Amazingly Low Impact on Static Pressure
- Non-electrostatic – Will Not Hold Debris During Cleaning and Will Not Load up Too Quickly
- Compatible With All HVAC and Cooling Tower Equipment
- Light, Medium and Heavy-Duty Filters, Choice of Quick Release Fastening Systems and Operating Options
- Up to 15-year Service Life

BENEFITS

- Stops Fouling of Condenser Coils, Cooling Tower Sumps, Strainers, Blow-Down Valves and Heat Exchangers
- Protect Internal HVAC Filters
- Helps Reduce Energy Cost, Repair Cost, and Water Treatment Chemical Cost
- Simplifies HVAC and Cooling Tower Maintenance
- Helps Protect Against Equipment Failure, Downtime and Lost Productivity

Clean with a few quick swipes of a broom, brush, leaf blower or shop vacuum; or simply rinse with a garden hose. Filters never need to be removed for cleaning. It just DOESN’T GET ANY EASIER than this!
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE MEDIA CONTACT:
Karen Buckley Washington
Senior Public Relations Specialist
kbwashington@ashrae.org

ATLANTA (April 20, 2023) – The technical program for the 2023 ASHRAE Annual Conference, taking place June 24–28 in Tampa, Fla., is now available online and in the ASHRAE 365 app.

The conference includes more than 100 sessions within seven conference tracks on a full range of built environment topics, including urgency of addressing the climate crisis, measures to reduce human impact on the natural environment and strategies for making the built environment more resilient and sustainable.

In-person and virtual attendees will have access to all sessions in the program (and PDHs) through June 2024.

Conference tracks and highly anticipated technical sessions are as follows:

PATHWAYS TO NET ZERO ENERGY AND DECARBONIZATION
Session: The Building Decarbonization Strategy Game

RESEARCH SUMMIT
Session: Networking Forum for Researchers in the Built Environment

FUNDAMENTALS AND APPLICATIONS
Session: Future Data Center: Road Map to Liquid Cooling Facility Design, Implementation and Operation

MORE THAN 100 TECHNICAL SESSIONS SCHEDULED

FUTURE PROOFING THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Session: Chatbots and Nextgen AI Technologies for HVAC Industry

HVAC&R SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
Session: Best Practices: Testing, Verifying and Commissioning for Indoor Air Quality and Pathogen Mitigation

BUILDING AUTOMATION AND CONTROLS
Session: ASHRAE 223P: A First Look, Emerging Tools and New Use Cases

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION
Session: Engineer to Entrepreneur: Case Studies in Business Ownership

Conference papers and extended abstracts will be added to the conference schedule by May 24. Papers will be scheduled in a mix of traditional paper sessions and poster sessions.

ASHRAE Learning Institute (ALI) will offer 10 courses during the conference, all approved for continuing education credits toward maintaining P.E. licensure.

Four new courses are being offered:
• V in HVAC – Efficiently Improving IAQ using the Ventilation Rate Procedures (Using Advanced Options for Standard 62.1-2022
• Introduction to Building Decarbonization
• Starting the Path to Net Zero Buildings Using ASHRAE 90.1-2022
• Fundamentals of Decarbonization Design Systems and Equipment Applications
ASHRAE certification exams will also be administered during the week and business, committee and technical meetings will be conducted in the weeks leading up to, and during the conference.

In addition to honors and award recognitions, updates from Society leaders and the installation of new officers, incoming 2023-24 ASHRAE President Ginger Scoggins, P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, will present her inaugural address and share the Society theme for the coming year, “Challenge Accepted: Tackling the Climate Crisis.”

In-person and virtual registration options for individuals and companies are available.

For complete information and registration for the 2023 ASHRAE Annual Conference, visit ashrae.org/2023annual.

ABOUT ASHRAE
Founded in 1894, ASHRAE is a global professional society committed to serve humanity by advancing the arts and sciences of heating ventilation, air conditioning, refrigeration, and their allied fields.

As an industry leader in research, standards writing, publishing, certification and continuing education, ASHRAE and its members are dedicated to promoting a healthy and sustainable built environment for all, through strategic partnerships with organizations in the HVAC&R community and across related industries.

The Society is showcasing integrated building solutions and sustainability in action through the opening of the ASHRAE Global Headquarters building in metro-Atlanta, Georgia.

For more information and to stay up-to-date on ASHRAE, visit ashrae.org and connect on Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
Providing clean air to Texas and beyond since 1967  
NAFA member since 1993

**Emergency Stock**

*Do you have a customer who needs product delivered immediately?*

120,000 sq. ft. of warehouse space  
Multiple manufacturers  
MERV 8 through HEPA ready to ship  
Mention “NAFA” to get 5% below resale price  
Same day shipping available  
*Pricing and availability: nicci@joeflyco.com*

---

**Custom Filter Frames**

Finished frames or notched channel for you to put together yourself  
Standard sizes or custom up to 12’  
Great solution to replace panels or individual frames  
1-2 Week lead time  
Will consider exclusivity rights in certain territories  
*Pricing and availability: ryan@joeflyco.com*

---

**We Stock:**

- MERV 8 (SC, HC, HD)  
- MERV 11 HC Pleats  
- MERV 13 HC Pleats  
- MERV 14-15 Minipleats  
- MERV 14-15 Rigid  
- MERV 13-15 Bags  
- MERV 14-16 V-Cells  
- HC & HV 99.99% HEPAs  
- Filter Clips, J-Frames, A/C Belts  
- Probiotic Cleaning Solutions

---

AUSTIN  BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION  DALLAS  FORT WORTH  HARLINGEN  HOUSTON  LUBBOCK  SAN ANTONIO  WACO  
(800) 722-6566  joeflyco.com
Helping to provide **clean air** for healthy homes, businesses and people for over 85 years

WWW.GLASFLOSS.COM

Try our free mobile app
NAFA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
MAKING DREAMS REALITY

Open to the immediate family of NAFA Distributors, Manufacturers, Supplemental, or family members of employees of NAFA member firms.

Each year NAFA awards three (3) $2,500 scholarships that honor students who demonstrate outstanding personal and academic characteristics.

The program closes August 1 of each year. Visit the NAFA Scholarship page for more information. If you need assistance, please send an email to nafa@nafahq.org or call staff at 608-310-7542.

The scholarship competition is open only to the immediate family of NAFA Distributors, Manufacturers, Supplemental, or family members of employees of NAFA member firms. For this program, grandchildren of NAFA members are also eligible to compete.

All applicants must submit their academic information, a 1-2 page typewritten essay addressing work experience, career objective, leisure interests and activities, as well as two letters of recommendation. All applications are evaluated anonymously by the NAFA Past Presidents, and winners of the scholarship are announced at the Annual Convention.

The NAFA Scholarship helps make the dream of a college education a reality for the winners. We encourage all NAFA members to become involved in the scholarship competition.

DOWNLOAD APPLICATION
Exceptional Filtration Solutions

Custom Cut Filter Media Available

Manufacturing high quality commercial and industrial air filters for your Gas Turbine and HVAC filtration needs. Engineered Filtration Systems (EFS) is one of the most innovative providers of air filtration products due to our unique approach. Become a distributor or contact our leading distributor, Advanced Filtration Concepts (AFC), to purchase. Visit our website for our full lineup of commercial air filters and air filtration products.

CONTACT US

800-796-4337

INFO@ENGINEEREDFILTRATIONSYSTEMS.COM

Engineered Filtration Systems

Rigid Pre-Filter

Reverse Pocket

High Volume

Plastic HEPA

Moisture Tolerant

Coalescer
2023

ASHRAE Annual Conference
June 24 – 28
Tampa, Florida

NAFA NCT II Hands on Training and Testing
July 12
Des Plaines, Illinois

Healthy Buildings ASIA 2023
July 16 - 19
Tianjin, China

HVACR VIETNAM
July 25 – 27
Hanoi, Vietnam

NADCA Technical Conference
September 6 - 9
Grapevine, Texas

2023 ASHRAE Building Performance Analysis Conference
September 11 – 13
Austin, Texas

IFMA World Workplace
September 27 – 29
Denver, Colorado

22nd Expoacaire Cartagena
September 27 - 29
Cartagena, Colombia

FiltXPO
October 10 – 12
Chicago, Illinois

ACCA Next Level
October 16 – 17
Indianapolis, Indiana

NEBB Annual Conference
October 26 – 28
Monterey, California

RETA Conference
November 14 – 17
Jacksonville, Florida

Eighth International Conference on Energy Research and Development
November 28 – 30
Kuwait University City, Kuwait

NAFA Annual Convention
September 13 - 15
Nashville, Tennessee

2024

2024 ASHRAE Winter Conference & AHR Expo
January 20 – 24
Chicago, Illinois

CTI Annual Conference and Expo
February 4 – 8
Houston, Texas

NADCA 35th Annual Meeting & Exposition
March 4 – 6
Las Vegas, Nevada

ACCA 2024 Conference and Expo
March 11 – 14
Orlando, Florida
We create custom and stock Air & Grease filters with quick turnaround and affordable prices.

DISPOSABLES
Pleated Air Filters, Charcoal Pleated, High Temperature Pleats, Mini Pleats, Fiberglass and Polyester Filters

PERMANENT
Aluminum, Galvanized Steel, Stainless Metal Mesh, Grease Baffles, Mist Eliminators, Holding Frames, Electrostatic and Foam Filters

HIGH EFFICIENCY
ASHRAE, Rigid Cells, Bag Filters and HEPAs

WWW.SMITHFILTER.COM
5000 41st Street Ct. | Moline, IL 61265, USA | Ph: (800) 447-4009 | Local: (309) 764-8324 | Fax: (309) 764-6816 | Order Fax: (800) 322-9242
NEW CERTIFIED PERSONNEL

CAFS

Chris Ahne, CAFS
Genesis Air
Little Rock, Arkansas

Greg Ray Barker, Jr., CAFS
Fiber Bond Corporation
Michigan City, Indiana

Kaleb Betzold, CAFS
The Filter Shop
Omaha, Nebraska

John Bishop, CAFS
B. C. Air Filter, Ltd.
Burnaby, British Columbia Canada

Christina Calhoun, CAFS
Calhoun Associates, Inc.
Levittown, Pennsylvania

Shelby Calvert, CAFS
Rensa Filtration
Aurora, Illinois

Keith Cooper, CAFS
MANN+HUMMEL - Air Filtration Americas
Washington, North Carolina

Connor Croak, CAFS
Genesis Air
Lubbock, Texas

Andrew Desmarais, CAFS
Lumin-Air
Fishers, Indiana

Ben Dodd, CAFS
Independent Filter Service P/L
Heidelberg West, Victoria Australia

David Richard Egger, CAFS
Filtration Group
West Union, Ohio

Jack Fillenwarth, CAFS
Lumin-Air
Fishers, Indiana

Cory Fillmore, CAFS
Filter Technologies
Salt Lake City, Utah

Korbin Fleischer, CAFS
TEX-AIR Filters
Fort Worth, Texas

Aaron Fraser, CAFS, NCT
Independent Filter Service P/L
Heidelberg West, Victoria Australia

Mary Green, CAFS
TEX-AIR Filters
Fort Worth, Texas

Ruben Hernandez, CAFS
TEX-AIR Filters
Fort Worth, Texas

Sammy Isawode, CAFS, NCT
BGE Indoor Air Quality Solutions Ltd.
Edmonton, Alberta Canada

Keith Jordan, CAFS
Colorado Air Filter LLC
Denver, Colorado

Marques Keys, CAFS
Filter Services, Inc.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

Clay King, CAFS
Aero Filter, Inc. (MI)
Madison Heights, Michigan

Chris Ouellet, CAFS
Filter Sales & Service, Inc.
Burlington, Massachusetts

Noah W. Paulsen, CAFS
Anew Filter
Durham, North Carolina

Marisa Pelayo, CAFS
Filter Services, Inc.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

Marty Reese, CAFS
Filters For Industry, Inc.
Mobile, Alabama

Rachel Robinson, CAFS
TEX-AIR Filters
Fort Worth, Texas

Xuchen Wang, CAFS
HealthWay
Pulaski, New York

Jessica Webb, CAFS
TEX-AIR Filters
Fort Worth, Texas

Corbet Whiting, CAFS
B. C. Air Filter, Ltd.
Prince George, British Columbia Canada

Gregg Williams, CAFS
Filter Services, Inc.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

Pengfei (Harry) Zhao, CAFS
Air Filters, Inc.
Houston, Texas
NCT

Sulaiman Al Matari, CAFS, NCT
Gulf Air Filters Factory Co.
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Jin fare Amante, NCT
Brookfield Properties
Calgary, Alberta Canada

Alberto Reyes Balcazar, NCT
Filtech SA De CV
Zapopan, Jalisco Mexico

Marcos Cabrera, NCT
Grupo NAMM SA DE CV
Monterrey, Nuevo Leon Mexico

Mat Cameron, NCT
Brookfield Properties
Calgary, Alberta Canada

Geoff Deman, NCT
Brookfield Properties
Calgary, Alberta Canada

Nathan Franta, NCT
Air-Nu
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Brandon Gonzales, NCT
Dustless Air Filter Co. Inc.
San Antonio, Texas

Andrew Henderson, NCT
Air Filter Superstore, LLC.
Meridian, Idaho

Ruben Alejandro Ibarra, NCT
Goodwill Industries of San Antonio - Business Services
San Antonio, Texas

Sammy Isawode, CAFS, NCT
BGE Indoor Air Quality Solutions Ltd.
Edmonton, Alberta Canada

Calum McRae, NCT
Brookfield Properties
Calgary, Alberta Canada

Clyde Mitchell, NCT
Goodwill Industries of San Antonio - Business Services
San Antonio, Texas

Mitchell Moinat, NCT
Air-Nu
Baytown, Texas

Anel Sandoval Aguirre, NCT
VECO, SA de CV
Jiutepec, Morelos Mexico

Kevin Stetson, NCT
Monadnock Community Hospital
Peterborough, New Hampshire

Esneider Fernando Tabares Ceballos, NCT
Filtech SA De CV
Zapopan, Jalisco Mexico

Alan Gabriel Tolentino, NCT
Brookfield Properties
Calgary, Alberta Canada

Eli Samuel Trevino, NCT
Goodwill Industries of San Antonio - Business Services
San Antonio, Texas

Robert Trevino, NCT
Goodwill Industries of San Antonio - Business Services
San Antonio, Texas

Mark Turner, NCT
Air Filter Plus, Inc.
Lawrence, Kansas

Ana Velazco, NCT
Air Filter Superstore, LLC.
Meridian, Idaho
I'm Emily Bardach, Executive Director of the National Air Filtration Association (NAFA), and I'm excited to share information about our Clean Air Award.

What is the Clean Air Award?
The Clean Air Award is a prestigious designation in the Air Filtration Industry that recognizes leaders who have demonstrated excellence in air filtration, maintenance practices, and maintaining a clean and healthy indoor work environment while minimizing operating costs. As we continue to focus on indoor air quality in a post-pandemic world, it's more important than ever to recognize those prioritizing clean air and promoting good filtration practices.

Who can participate?
NAFA invites its members and any air filtration professionals who want to nominate a facility to submit a Clean Air Award nomination. We want to recognize the champions of clean air in our community and encourage similar practices across the industry.

The deadline for award nominations is August 1, 2023. Facilities interested in earning a Clean Air Award must speak with their HVAC/air filter service providers and get involved in the association. Among other criteria, NAFA’s Clean Air Award application includes additional points for facilities that work with Certified Air Filter Specialists (CAFS) and NAFA Certified personnel, maintain filters and equipment manufactured by NAFA Members, and those in critical categories like sustainability, economic benefits, and innovation. Visit our Clean Air Award web page for more information.

Building owners and facility managers should seek a Clean Air Award as it promotes and recognizes high-efficiency filtration products, proper installation and maintenance practices, and encourages happy, productive workers. Running a “healthy building” improves indoor air quality and reduces airborne illness, translating into a healthy bottom line. Moreover, facilities that have earned the Clean Air Award in the past are eligible for the Clean Air Award Renewal Certificate.

What are the benefits for you?
NAFA members that nominate their clients for the Clean Air Award enjoy many benefits, such as strengthening business relationships, receiving global recognition, increasing business retention, and elevating the profession. Additionally, NAFA Certified Personnel receive two CEUs towards recertification if their nomination is accepted. Members that help their clients earn and renew awards annually have a high business retention rate.

Winners of the Clean Air Award receive a physical award and a window sticker to display. NAFA recognizes each award winner in an annual press release and social media and provides them with an award media kit to promote their accomplishment.

Ready to Nominate?
The Clean Air Award is a unique opportunity to recognize leaders that set an example for others to follow by prioritizing clean air and promoting good filtration practices. Whether you're a building owner, facility manager, or an air filtration professional, we encourage you to work with NAFA on nominating your clients’ facilities for NAFA’s Clean Air Award. Together, we can improve the air quality in our community and beyond.

Best,

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

EMILY BARDACH, CAE
NAFA Executive Director
Uniform Componentry. Uniform Prices.

At Ver-Mac Industries, Inc., we consider our customers to be part of our Ver-Mac family. One way we do this is to provide consistent products with consistent pricing. Visit our website to learn more about our products and why you should become a part of the Ver-Mac family, too.

/Header Frames
/Pad Holding Frames
/Panel Wire Frames
/J-Channel

VER-MAC Industries
(800) 671-1046
www.ver-macindustries.com

EXPANDING SOLUTIONS

Throughout the years, Wallner Expac has partnered with filter manufacturers to supply them with expanded metal for residential, commercial, and industrial applications. As a 100 percent employee-owned company and North America’s largest manufacturer of light gauge expanded metals for filtration, we provide strong and sustainable solutions that help deliver optimal air quality, contributing to a healthier environment.

◊ Founder and leading manufacturer of expanded metal used in pleated filters.
◊ Developers of X-Mesh®, the patented industry standard in filter media backing. U.S. Patent 8,696,781
◊ Post-production services include conical, corrugation, powder coating, and more.
◊ Customizable specifications to achieve open area and breach test requirements.
◊ Manufactured in our U.S.-based plants: California, Georgia, Texas.

Expanded Metals Designed and Manufactured by
WALLNER EXPAC
ENGINEERS • INNOVATORS • MANUFACTURERS
AN EMPLOYEE-OWNED COMPANY
WWW.EXPAC.COM ◊ (909) 481-8800

nafahq.org
Odor and Pollution Control Filters made with CarbonWeb®

The Carbon Filter Specialists… Since 1970

Odor and Pollution Control Filters made with CarbonWeb®

130 N. Groesbeck Hwy • Mt. Clemens, MI 48043
www.dmarkinc.com • dmark@dmarkinc.com
800.343.3610 • 586.949.3610 • fax 586.949.4181

Inside The Best Filters..... You'll Find Expanded Technologies

1177 Hayes Industrial Drive • Marietta, Georgia 30062 • USA • Tel. 770-792-0888 • Fax. 770-792-0882 • www.expatech.com
So Energy Efficient That They Pay for Themselves!

Discover Long-Term Savings When You Use CI Filters

High Dust Holding Capacity + Low Pressure Drop = Reduced Energy Costs

Lower operating costs are achieved by using filters that combine low initial and operational pressure drops and high dust holding capacity.

CI’s MICRO SHIELD® family of mini-pleated filters are engineered to provide peak operational performance and to capture long-term value.

Contact Us To Learn More and to Request a Free Energy Calculator!

www.colind.com/contact-us

Filters Are Ideal For:

- Commercial and Industrial Facilities
- Government and Educational Facilities
- Paint Booth/Finishing
- Hospitals, Research Labs And Pharmaceuticals
- Airports
- Electrical Manufacturing
- Power Generators

Featuring Our Built-In ZERO-BYPASS™ Gasketting

Integrated with our Best-In-Class mini-pleated media, our patented gasket technology provides:

- High-Performance Filtration
- Long Filter Life
- Low Pressure Drop
- Integrated Gasket
- Prevents Filter Bypass
- Easy Installation

Performance Engineered Air Filter Products

Columbus Industries, Inc.

2938 State Route 752 • PO Box 257 • Ashville, Ohio 43103
Phone: 740.983.2552 • Fax: 740.983.4622
www.colind.com • ci@colind.com
How Hard Is It To Ship Quality Products at a Competitive Price... On time, every time?

it’s a gimme.

Established in 2002, AIRFLOW provides air filtration in commercial and industrial HVAC systems. Combining 40 plus years of manufacturing and sales experience in the HVAC filter industry, AIRFLOW offers individualized service levels uncommon throughout today’s marketplace.

Market specific pricing programs, protected distributional territories and direct interaction with both sales and manufacturing personnel are just a few of the customer driven service features that set us apart from other filter manufacturers.

For More Information Contact Jeff Holt • 919.975.0240 • www.airflowproducts.net
Airflow Products Company, Inc. • 100 Oak Tree Dr. • Selma, NC 27576 • 919-975-0240 • FAX 919-975-0250